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Nite Art takes place across the Melbourne CBD, Parkville and North Melbourne on
Wednesday 23 July, 2014.

Ephemeral though it may be, Melbourne’s Nite Art is something that will live on in the minds of
anyone who encounters it. This year sees the one-night event collaborate with Melbourne Open
House, which runs over a weekend and allows the public to experience Melbourne’s architecture in
different ways, opening sites that are at other times inaccessible to the general public. Together,
they are expanding on the ways in which audiences interact with art in public, private and places
that are otherwise reserved for work. As Nite Art director, Deborah Stahle says, “Open House was
the perfect way to evolve and grow Nite Art in new and exciting ways for art and audiences”. This
year sees Nite Art expand across Melbourne’s artist-run initiatives, museums such as the Ian Potter
and ACMI, and hidden spaces including the tunnels beneath the Royal Melbourne Hospital.

Sound is a major way with which we interact with the spaces around us. Curator Anna Briers has
put together two major, aurally based works for the event: Luke Paulding’s Vessel in the
aforementioned tunnels under the Royal Melbourne Hospital and Roger Alsop’s In and Out, Over
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Royal Melbourne Hospital service tunnel, location for Vessel, 2014. Image courtesy of Royal Melbourne Hospital.

Image credit: Kate Robertson.
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and Under at the Grainger Museum.

The Grainger Museum’s collection boasts artefacts, ephemera and instruments built by one of
Australia’s most innovative musicians or, as we might say now, sound artists. In the 1930s, Percy
Grainger championed “free music”, an investigation into not only composition but also the
instruments that were used to compose music at the time. He was known to develop his own
instruments and tweak pre-existing ones, from an adjusted Wurlitzer piano to his “kangaroo
pouch machine” that now looks almost like a failed Futurist sculpture but which can make sound.
Grainger’s work essentially lifted the constraints of what Australians knew as music in the early
20th century.

Melbourne-based artist Roger Alsop has created an interactive media work that engages with
Grainger’s ideas of free music. Set in the courtyard of the Grainger Museum, the audience is
encouraged to ‘play’ the space using technology that allows gestures to trigger motion sensors.
Curator Anna Briers says that the project has “allowed us to really expand Grainger’s
investigations around free music through the vernacular of media art and the technologies of the
digital age.” Luke Paulding takes a different approach to sound in the public environment, letting
it act more pervasively. On many levels Vessel is a metaphor for the hospital above – the blood
flowing through the veins of all the bodies, the tunnels like arteries in the human body. It also
mimics early sound-art pioneer and Futurist Luigi Russolo’s ideas of the interconnectedness of
sound, the impact of industrialisation and the human body – though Paulding takes a step back
from the cacophony of industrialisation and approaches sound in a more reticent, less object-
based way.

Using medical technologies such as audio-bio feedback tools that respond to human muscles,
heart sonograms and electroencephalography recordings, Paulding has created a sound
environment that you may not even necessarily be able to hear in the tunnels, but which you will
certainly feel as the sounds have a physical impact on the body; we’ve all heard of certain notes
that affect our bodily functions or moods. “The idea of using these low-frequency sounds,”
Paulding says, “is to create a blur between auditory and tangible, felt vibrations, so you don’t
necessarily hear [the sound], but you feel it. For instance, at between four and six hertz, the lungs
respond to the effect of low air pressure being pressed onto them.”

Sure, at times technology moves us away from real human interaction, but these two artists are
bridging that gap with sound.

 

In and Out, Over and Under, by Roger Alsop, is at the Percy Grainger Museum, University of
Melbourne, from 23 July - 27 July.
Vessel, by Luke Paulding, is at the Royal Melbourne Hospital tunnels from 23 July - 27 July.

Art Guide Australia is the media partner for Nite Art 2014.

 

Luke Paulding, preparatory photograph for Vessel installation, Royal Melbourne Hospital, 2014. Image credit: Kate

Robertson.
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Luke Paulding, research and development with electrocardiograph – Vessel, 2014. Image courtesy of Royal

Melbourne Hospital. Image credit: Kate Robertson.

Roger Alsop, In and Out, Over and Under, 2014. Computer-generated still from interactive media work, dimensions

variable.

Roger Alsop, In and Out, Over and Under, 2014. Computer-generated still from interactive media work, dimensions
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